Hawg Frawg ®
Mister Twister’s Hawg Frawg® is “No Ordinary
Toad.” Oversized, detailed swimming legs
create a tantilizing top water disturbance. In
addition, all Hawg Frawgs feature real 3D eyes.
Rig it weedless on a Mister Twister® Keeper™
Hook or fish it on a jig. This highly productive
lure has been a staple with fishermen for over
30 years. Casts easily with or without weight.
Two sizes–3" & 4".
*Dot colors/patterns may vary

Hawg Frawg®
3” 5/resealable bag
4” 5/resealable bag

Stock #
3HFO5
4HFO5

Price
$3.96
$4.45

14BK
Watermelon Seed

1PF
White Pearl
FLOATER

14RBK
Watermelon Red

2F
Yellow
FLOATER

214BK
Watermelon Seed/
Yellow

Be sure to
add the color
code # after
the stock #

114BK
Watermelon Seed/
White

15BK
Green Pumpkin
N2010
Motor Oil/
Chartreuse
N310
Black/Chartreuse
3
Black

Lure Kits

Crappie & Bluegill Kit
Stock No. CB1 (57 pieces)

A great variety of crappie and bluegill lures
in one handy kit. Our pros have taken the
guesswork out of selecting the right panfish
lures. $10.31

2", 3" & 4" Spotted G-Grub Kit
Stock No. DGGK-1 (21 pieces)

Curly Tail Crappie Kit
®

28

Stock No. CTC2 (44 pieces)
This lure with its Curly Tail® action and hot color
combination, has been known to outfish live bait.
Deadly when fished on light line. Add a spinner
for added flash and vibration. Spinners can be
found on page 23. $10.50

No matter where you fish, Mister Twister®
spotted G-Grubs will tip the advantage
in your favor. All spotted G-Grubs have
an innovative full-body action. The fins
provide a full body profile with swimming
action. All this means the Mister Twister®
spotted G-Grub is filled with advanced
action and vibration from tip down, even
at minimum retrieve speed. You can fish
the G-Grub with a steady retrieve, stop
and go, or vertically jigged. The rattle
chamber in every G-Grub’s tail is perfect
for adding sound. $12.17

Comida Kit

Stock No. MT5CK1 (36 pieces)

4 proven Comida colors in a handy kit
that includes 32 lures and 4 Mister
Twister® Keeper™ Hooks. Packed with
bass bustin’ power, the Comida weighs
a full 11 grams for easy casting. Take
home a trophy this season. $16.44
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